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HEN Arthur Miller wrote his hit play
Death of a Salesman, at least one actor
turned down the leading role sight unseen,
saying, "How can anyone whip up sympathy for a
salesman?" He was reflecting the general attitude
that existed just a few years back toward a once
honorable profession. The American salesman was
regarded as a shallow, deceitful loudmouth, a consorter with farmers' daughters, a high-pressure
phony who—as Edward C. Burslc, editor of the
Harvard Business Review, put it—persuaded people to buy products which they couldn't afford,
didn't want and didn't need.
That salesman stereotype was, of course, unfair to thousands of Americans who made their
living by selling. Yet a poll conducted by the Market Research Company of America in 1947 indicated that only 9 per cent of Americans wanted
their children to choose selling as a career. Only 7
per cent thought a salesman could live a happier
home life than workers in such fields as medicine,
law, bookkeeping or even heavy industry. Fewer
than 10 per cent believed the salesman would live

Bill Arenson is salesman for GE distributor
R. Cooper, Jr., but selling is only part of
his job. Here he moves appliances in Chicago
store to create a better display for dealer
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Detroit Packard salesman Nick Boyd shows sales technique. Since
car industry is vital to nation's economy, auto salesmen play key role

FLOBEA

Saleswoman Cathy Eade sells Catalina bathing suits to stores—and also
models them for salesgirls so they can help customers get a proper fit

ODERN SALESMAN?
nay be the nation's best insmance against another depression
more morally than the others. But in the last few
months there has been a remarkable turnabout in
the public's attitude toward the salesman. Suddenly
he is a key to the American economic future, a
much-sought-after specialist, an ideal for American
youth.
AVCO Manufacturing Corporation's vice-president, Parker H. Ericksen, told me, "I think salesmanship is the top career for a young man to go
into today. My own Bendix and Crosley salesmen
are all hard-working, quick-thinking, collegetrained. There isn't a drunk or a bad-check passer
among them. Every one of them is a clean-cut lad
whom I'd like to have in my own home."
To which Undersecretary of Commerce Walter
Williams added: "American industry must make
men want to be salesmen. Skilled salesmen not
only are the front-line soldiers in the war against
recessionary influences—but they'll assist in the development of an ever-expanding economy with
constantly rising standards of living."
Wherever I went, I found a renewed pride in
feats of salesmanship. In New York, several General Electric executives independently told me the
story of John Abrahams, an appliance salesman for
GE. It seems that Abrahams was in his hotel
room one day staring disconsolately at the cold
soggy toast sent up by room service, when an idea
hit him. "Why not," he asked himself, "sell thousands of electric toasters to hotels? And then they

can put a toaster on every room-service tray, and
the guest can toast his own bread and eat it fresh
and hot."
Twenty-four hours later, he had sold several
dozen toasters to the swank Ritz Tower Hotel, and
within a week seven other hotels had signed large
orders. Abrahams had done a brilliant job of creative selling—opening up a new market that had
never existed before. All over the country, I found
business executives telling such stories the way
they might talk about Ed Mathews hitting three
home runs in one game.
What could have brought about such a dramatic
change in the attitude toward the salesman? For
the answer, it is necessary to take a look at what has
happened to the American economy in the last
decade or so. During the war years, many manufacturers had little or nothing to sell, and in the
postwar period there were such shortages that the
salesmen didn't have to sell. They merely took customers' orders.
This period of happy nonchalance continued until the end of the Korean war. Then suddenly supply rocketed past demand in many commodities.
Almost overnight, sellers' markets became buyers'
markets, and hundreds of manufacturers, distributors and retailers realized to their chagrin that they
didn't have anybody who knew how to sell. Indicative was Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks's
comment that he badly needed two new cars, but
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By BILL DAVIDSON
that no automobile salesman had been around to
see him in four years.
The same complaint was voiced by millions of
other Americans. Studebaker's chairman of the
board, Paul G. Hoffman—himself one of the
world's great salesmen—told me, "I have three
radios in my Palm Springs, California, home that
are obsolete. At least six appliance salesmen know
that I need new sets, but none has taken the trouble to come out to see me."
Much the same situation exists everywhere. It
isn't that people don't have money to buy consumer goods. "The savings of the American people
are at an all-time high," says Undersecretary of
the Treasury Marion Folsom. There's plenty of
money. It's just that there are few good salesmen
around to persuade them to spend it.
Some dealers have taken desperate measures in
an attempt to go after elusive business. A Los Angeles auto dealer pays the plane fare to Detroit for
customers who want to pick up new cars at factory-delivered prices. All over the country, TV
sets and other appliances are being sold at distress,
marked-down prices.
There also are shady—though often ingenious
—practices, like a system worked out by a New
Jersey appliance dealer. He equipped all of his
salesmen with hearing aids, to give the impression
that they are deaf—and he removed all price tags
from his merchandise. When a customer asks the
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cost of, say, a refrigerator, the "deaf"
salesman yells over to the manager,
"Hey, Joe, how much is this refrigerator?" Joe yells back, "One hundred
and eighty-nine dollars." The salesman
thereupon says to the customer, "He
says the price is one hundred and
thirty-nine dollars." The customer,
thinking to get a bargain, almost invariably says, "I'll take it." The price,
of course, was $139 all the time.
Eliminating Tricky Practices
Such dubious methods may be with
us for some time, but responsible business leaders who would never stoop
to such practices are turning to a
more enlightened solution: development of a new type of skilled professional salesman.
A handful of farsighted companies
which, through all the boom years, scientifically trained the new modern
salesman have proved the value of
this approach. One such company is
R. Cooper, Jr., Inc., General Electric
distributor for the northern Illinois
area. R. Douglass Cooper, the company's president, told me, "It takes three
years to train a lawyer. Well, selling is
a profession, too, and I insist that it
takes five years to train a good salesman. We rigidly adhere to that rule in
this company." As a result, in a period
when electrical-appliance sales are declining throughout the country, the
Cooper company's multimillion-dollar
business keeps increasing in volume
year after year. The same is true of
that pioneer of scientific selling, the
Fuller Brush Company; it is grossing
9 per cent more than it did last year.
In- the insurance field, the Bankers
Life & Casualty Company of Chicago,
a comparative upstart, astounded competitors by selling 1,412,781 individual
accident and health policies in 1953,
more than any other firm in the country. Taught the new sales methods by
their supersalesman president, fiftyseven-year-old John D. MacArthur,
the Bankers Casualty salesmen sold no
less than $85,000,000 worth of health
policies last year—37 per cent more
than in 1952, when there was supposed
to be far more loose money around.
What are these new scientific methods? They are difficult to define, since,
as Northwestern University's Professor
James R. Hawkinson points out. salesmen range from the Ph.D.s needed to
sell complex chemicals for drug houses,
to the clerk at your local department
store. Each type of selling develops its
own techniques. Nevertheless, certain
common denominators run through all
modern thinking about salesmanship.
Most important, it is almost universally
agreed that there is no such man as
the "salesman type." For years, young
" men have disqualified themselves from
careers in selling because they felt they
didn't fit the stereotype of the brash,
natty, fast-talking extrovert. Says Paul
Hoffman, "Such ideas are a relic of the
old hate-the-salesman days. The best
salesmen I know are quiet, studious fellows who are tops in their field because
they try to find out what the people
want, and then supply it."
Alfred C. Fuller, board chairman
and founder of the Fuller Brush Company, says, "We have found that salesmen do not have to be born. Anyone
of good character and good appearance
who is willing to learn and willing to

work can make a good living selling
Fuller products." Among the Fuller
Brush Company's 7,000 salesmen are
ex-concert violinists, ex-firemen, exschoolteachers.
The Bankers Life & Casualty Company has an even more heterogeneous
collection, since president MacArthur
deliberately goes out of his way to
avoid the "salesman type." His sales
staff includes 50 former lawyers, 108
teachers, 10 high-school and college
football coaches, 12 policemen, 25
holders of Phi Beta Kappa keys, three
night-club bouncers, a hotel manager,
a Y.M.C.A. director, a bellhop, a lay
preacher, and a building contractor.
Parker Ericksen, AVCO's vice-president in charge of sales for Crosley and
Bendix home appliances, summed up

a salesman

he's no good . . . ' '

Principle number one is to try to
cloak the profession with a dignity that
will attract bright young men into the
field. One method is embodied in the
suggestion by vice-president R. S. Wilson of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company that colleges give degrees in
selling. Another basic step in the same
direction is to give the salesman a fair
salary, plus commission, instead of the
straight commission that contributed
so greatly to the insecurity of the oldtime salesman, (Some firms, like the
Bakelite Company, are now paying
straight salaries.)
In addition, many experts suggest
that the very word "salesman" carries
such a stigma that a different identification should be used. Crosley and
Bendix call their salesmen "zone man-
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the new thinking when he told me,
"Nowadays, if you can recognize a
salesman, he's no good."
What, then, are the qualities that
characterize the modern new salesman?
I asked two dozen modern-minded
sales executives, and among their answers were certain points on which all
agreed. They don't care what a salesman looks like or whether he is quiet
or cocky—but it's essential that he like
people and enjoy talking to them. He
must have a flexible mind and a willingness to explore; he can't indulge in
stubborn, one-track thinking, for there
may be a dozen ways of solving a sales
problem. He should study exhaustively
the products he sells, subjecting himself to a continuing education process.
He must have keen understanding of
human nature and be able to adapt
himself to the personalities of his customers. He must be endowed with a
personal curiosity which makes him go
beyond his routine to find new customers and create new markets. And he
must want to assume complete responsibility for his selling area, performing
services far beyond his actual selling
duties to keep his customers happy.
In recruiting and training high-caliber salesmen, many forward-thinking
companies have adopted a set of principles which I found basic throughout
all levels of selling.

agers." Insutance companies now call
their salesmen "agents," and door-todoor selling outfits like the Fuller
Brush Company and the J. R. Watkins Company label their salesmen
"dealers."
Apparently such attempts at creating dignity are working. Fuller Brush
man Alphonse Suesser, of New York,
told me, "I took this job because they
make me feel like an independent storekeeper." Even more significant, large
numbers of college graduates are seeking sales jobs for the first time in years.
Principle number two in the drive
for more scientific salesmanship is an
emphasis on what is called creative selling. A good example is provided by
Harold Hockett, sales manager for
R. Cooper, Jr., Inc., who learned that
there were 50 elaborate but old-fashioned record players in the company's
warehouse. Unlike today's automatic
phonographs, Hockett's find played
only one record at a time. By imaginative detective work, Hockett's salesmen
tracked down the one man in all of
northern Illinois who could possibly
use the old record players. The prospect was a preacher who had a number
of outlying parishes. He recorded sermons for the distant congregations,
which they played every Sunday morning on beat-up old machines. Hockett's
phonographs, dignified and ecclesiasti-

cal-looking, were perfect for him. He
bought all 50.
That's creative selling—as opposed
to the methods employed by the oldstyle salesman, who told jokes and supplied the same old customer with the
same old products, or waited for the
customer to come to him.
Carl O'Daniel, a Louisville auto
dealer, insists that his salesmen give a
free ride to anyone they spot waiting
for a bus. "Often," he says, "the rider
will try to repay the salesman by mentioning someone he knows who needs a
new car." There's the same creative
salesmanship in the Fuller Brush man
who awakens your interest in four
kinds of brushes instead of one, and the
department-store clerk who reminds
you that you need an ironing-board
cover when you buy an ironing board.
And that leads to principle number
three of modern scientific selling—the
current trend away from high-pressure
salesmanship, which has been defined,
according to Edward C. Bursk of the
Harvard Business Review, as "sweeping the customer off his feet, bludgeoning him into buying something he
doesn't want."
The low-pressure approach, aimed
at selling only what the customer
needs, is catching on in all levels of
marketing. The unofficial slogan of
the Fuller Brush Company is "low pressure—no pressure," and as I watched
salesman Alphonse Suesser make the
rounds in my own neighborhood, I
quickly saw what that meant. When
a woman said she didn't need anything, Suesser politely thanked her and
left. "I just don't know how to use
high pressure," he told me. "The basis
of my prosperity is repeat orders, and
if I annoy a customer or oversell her,
I just don't get back into her apartment. So I'll even insist that she take
a cheaper item than one she asked for,
if I think it will better solve her household problem."
A corollary to low-pressure selling
is that a salesman now spends less time
with each customer, and is able to see
many more prospects than he used to.
Selling as a Form of Service
Principle number four of the new
scientific salesmanship techniques was
best summarized for me by David Balbinder, sales manager for the Siggy
Coat Company, a manufacturer of
ladies coats in New York. Balbinder
said, "The new concept of selling is
providing service to the customer."
"On the manufacturing and wholesale level," explained George Park,
General Electric marketing executive,
"a salesman today is a teacher, a coach,
a business counselor to the customer.
He must help a dealer with his books,
plan his store layout, train his salesmen, perform a dozen functions aside
from actual selling. The good will thus
engendered leads to sales later on." As
an example, a salesman for the Tremco
Manufacturing Company of Cleveland
—which makes protective coatings
used in building-maintenance programs
—may actually install part of the flooring he sells to a factory, to help the
customer cut costs. Parker Ericksen's
salesmen, who sell Bendix washing machines to distributors, go into the retail
stores—two sales levels below them—
to demonstrate washers for customers.
On the Pacific Coast, Catalina, Inc.,
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"AN EVENING OF CARDS," by Douglass Crockvvell. Afumber g8 in the series, "Home Life m America"

In this friendly, freedom-loving land of ours... Beer Belongs—Enjoy It!
BEER AND ALE—AMERICA'S BEVERAGES OF MODERATION
Sponsored by the United States Brewers Foundation . . . Chartered 1863
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which makes women's bathing suits,
has eight skilled saleswomen who are
called "store trainers" by the company's president, E. W. Stewart. These attractive girls travel to big stores all over
the country, get behind the counters
and teach the local sales staffs how to
sell bathing suits. "Our girls never push
Catalina," says Stewart. "In fact, it
helps if they sell some suits made by
other manufacturers, while they're behind the counter. It indicates they're
interested in the store first and foremost. Builds good will."
In New York, Macy's sales staff is
trained to emphasize service. Training
director .John J. McGrath told me, "If
a customer comes in asking for a picture to cover a crack in a wall, our
sales people are supposed to teach him,
instead, how to repair the crack with
a 25-cent tube of filler."
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"You call this service? . . . you should see the
complete service you get with American Express Travelers Cheques.'

That's right! Complete service is what you get with American
Express Travelers Cheques. Here's what they offer you;
• Instant acceptance anywhere in the world.
• Full protection for your travel cash.
• O n - t h e - s p o t refunds of lost cheques at hundreds of
American Express offices in the United States and abroad.
• World-wide travel service to help you anywhere you go.
• Uniformed interpreters to assist you overseas at principal
airports, seaports and railroad terminals.
• Holding and forwarding of your mail at American
Express offices anywhere.
Buy them at arty BANK, Railway Express or
Western Union offices. Only 75( per $100.

presentations." The Norwich Pharmacal Company also has made use of psychologists' findings—by dividing each
salesman's route into four circular
trips, each of which gets him home to
spend weekends with his family. Psychologists have discovered that a man
works better with such a fixed schedule.
The modern salesman also goes forth
with all sorts of scientifically designed
devices to help him do a better selling
job. The Fuller Brush man now uses a
beautiful four-color catalogue as his
principal selling aid. When he meets a
reluctant housewife, he merely leaves
the catalogue, then comes back the
next day to see if there is anything in
it that she wants. Average profits for
Fuller Brush men have increased 50
per cent since the catalogue was added
to their sample cases in 1948. David
Balbinder has issued to each salesman
of his Siggy Coat Company a box containing live moth larvae which can be
Elaborate Training Programs
seen nibbling away on an ordinary
Principle number five of modern sci- piece of cloth while ignoring a sample
entific selling is the point stressed by of specially mothproofed Siggy Coat
Northwestern's Professor Hawkinson Company cloth.
when he told me, "Management should
There's no doubt that industry is
teach salesmen how to sell and provide moving toward greater recognition of
them with the tools to do the job."
the salesman's vital place in the econSome of the existing training pro- omy. The question now is: Can enough
grams are extremely elaborate. Swift able young men be attracted to this de& Company has spent more than a mil- pleted profession to help turn the relion dollars on its program. Interna- cessionary tide? At this moment, it's
tional Business Machines sends many hard to tell. The pay in many selling
of its salesmen to an intensive seven- jobs is still low: the average retail
week training course at its Endicott, salesperson makes only $54 a week
New York, plant. Macy's has just insti- compared with $72 a week for factory
tuted a sales-refresher program under workers. Also, few selling jobs afford
which all salespeople must attend a much basic security.
minimum of 20 sessions of instruction
Still, I discovered that most Fuller
in the principles of selling. Studebaker Brush men make $100 a week or betsends its dealers training films, re- ter; and I interviewed well-trained
corded lectures, pamphlets—even dia- young auto salesmen who are making
grams showing exactly bow a salesman $100-a-week salaries, plus commisshould walk around a car to demon- sions averaging close to another $100 a
strate it. The Thor Corporation has its week. Bendix has two young regional
salesmen do laundering and other sales managers, Arnold Ver Lee and
housewifely chores so they will better Mitch Werwa, who came to the comunderstand such problems as how to pany as salesman-trainees only three
iron a sheet on an automatic ironer years ago. That's fairly typical of a
without dragging the sheet on the floor. phenomenon that is taking place
More and more corporations are throughout the sales field. There was
calling in outside branches of science such a gap created between the era of
to help train their salesmen. Paul R. the old salesman and the rebirth of the
Larimer, general sales manager of the new salesman that many high-ranking
Ansul Chemical Company of Mari- sales-executive jobs are wide open for
nette, Wisconsin, reports, "We use psy- ambitious young men who are well
chologists to identify a salesman's bad grounded in the new scientific methods.
points—the traits we should know
As A. K. Thorn, manager of the
about a man if we are to help him." American Management Association's
Harry C. McKenzie, president of the Marketing Division, puts it, "The reOrtho Pharmaceutical Corporation, wards for such people are unlimited.
says, "We placed a psychologist on the There's a tremendous opportunity in
sales-trainee force to determine how selling for the youth of America—if
the customers react to our salesmen's they'll only grasp it."
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'Yes, we have quite a selection of loafers.
I'll see if I can get o n e to wait on you''

BILL YATES
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This Currier & Ives reproduction shows
two "Lightning Express" trains, about 1863.

The railroads wrote
the timetable for
America's advance...

AND THEY STILL SET THE PACE FOR BETTER THINGS TO COME
Ever since the earliest trains began chugging
through the green valleys and across the plains and
mountains, America's railroads have been an unfailing symbol of progress.
Wherever the trail of locomotive smoke was seen
and the clicking of wheels on rails sounded, there
America was on the move. Lands were cleared and
cultivated. Homes were built. Industry sprang up at

railside. Towns became cities as quick and economical transportation by rail made possible the modern
wonder of the American mass market.

end of World War II — for new locomotives, new
cars, and for betterment of the whole railroad plant
to increase efficiency and improve service.

Today, just as much as in frontier times, efficient
utilization of the nation's resources depends upon
railroad service. To keep ahead of demands for
transportation, both now and for the future, the
railroads have spent 9 billion dollars just since the

It is this kind of investment (of their own money)
that enables the railroads to haul more goods more
miles than all other forms of transportation combined . , . and do it at a lower average charge than
any other form of general transportation.

Today's freight trains turn out three times as much transportation service in an hour as did the
froins of even thirty years ago — and many times as much as was produced by the pioneer trains.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS.
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AmeMca's Mas
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Hyacinth (with yellow primrose
willows) poses a pretty problem

\AU
ALONG streams and irrigation ditches in the
/ \ Houston-Galveston section of Texas a few
-L^M- years ago, a number of signs were erected
reading:

$25

FINE

FOR MOLESTING

FLOWFRS.

They were put up to protect newly planted beds of
a beautiful aquatic flower—the water hyacinth. But
the signs didn't remain long. East Texans soon
discovered what the rest of the Gulf Coast had long
known—that the water hyacinth is a floral version
of Frankenstein's destructive monster. With one
leaf tied behind its stem, it can outmolest, outmaneuver and outlast an army of men.
The water hyacinth—kissing kin to the water lily
and the water lotus—consists of a set of broad,
floating leaves, roots that draw nourishment from
fresh water, and an orchidlike lavender flower, one
of whose petals bears an orange dot framed in
deep blue. The flower's unmatched beauty is as
striking as its ugly behavior.
Directly or indirectly, the water hyacinth has

been responsible for death, blocked navigation,
lowered real-estate values, ruined reservoirs and
blocked sewage systems. It has caused heavy
losses to commercial fishermen, put trappers out
of business, greatly handicapped the oil and logging industries, suffocated game fish beyond estimate and driven wild fowl from their winter
nesting grounds.
Enraptured tourists call the flower "a lavender
symphony that wreathes the South in beauty." A
lavender octopus would be a more exact description. Extending their tentacle-like roots in all directions, ten of these exotically beautiful plants can
increase to 655,360—or one solid acre of water hyacinths—during their eight-month growing season.
The plants grow together in a floating mat so
dense that its wet weight per acre reaches 180 tons
and so buoyant that some can support a man's
weight. Moving with the wind and the current like
floral juggernauts, the mats have spread through all
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